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On the Economical Benefit of  

Service Orchestration and Routing for  

Distributed Cloud Infrastructures: 

Quantifying the Value of Automation. 

 

ALU Bell Labs Business Modeling White Paper. 

 

 

 

The cloud, interconnected and distributed software cloud computing platforms, virtualized real-time- 

aware streaming services are incumbent technologies that present service providers and telecom 

operators with some challenging business opportunities and business case questions. 

This paper, in a back of the envelope style, reveals and quantifies possible benefits from virtualization, 

automated provisioning, deployment, management and scaling  combined with optimal multi-metric 

placement of a simple personalized streaming application, in combination with service routing.  

With input coming from qualitative and quantitative studies, data collection including interviews with 

a telecom operator and ALU SMEs, analysis of existing NPPE records, academic and business 

consultancy papers, as well as Bell Labs Business Modeling sources and expertise, a business case 

study was conducted, examining revenue, TCO,  CAPEX and OPEX when deploying a multi-input/single-

output video streaming application in different technical architectures. 

This study provides an indication for possible economical and financial benefits generated through 

virtualization and automation as it applies for a multi-media streaming service. 
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Overall technological observations 

 

From application hosting point of view, several technological architectures can be chosen from, e.g. 

 deploying an application onto a hardware appliance at customer premises, 

 application virtualization in a centralized datacenter or  

 opting for a cloud-enabled application closest to an end-user’s location. 

Depending on the application, the hosting platform needs to exhibit specific functionality with respect 

to performance, isolation, and several other factors and this at the level of compute, network and 

storage infrastructure. 

Different cloud architectures can be considered, some examples being distributed cloud, over-the-top 

cloud architectures, heterogeneous clouds or any combinations. For each of these architectures, from 

a business point of view, optimal placement of a service towards its end-users is a necessity to ensure 

financial benefits for an operator and can cover parameters like minimizing networking resources, or 

maximizing server utilization or efficient allocation of hardware acceleration resources for services 

over time. 

Depending on where an application is hosted in the cloud, the network connecting the service to the 

end-user is impacted at the levels of resource consumption, QoS guarantees etc. Given the type of 

application, these impacts are more or less stringent. e.g. web services versus real-time aware services 

such as gaming, differing in requirements for compute (performance, GPU adapter presence, compute 

isolation, etc.), network (latency, jitter, BW etc.) and storage (image size, storage resource 

consumption etc.). 

The application itself is characterized with input and output networking resource requirements such 

as bandwidth, QoS, latency, jitter etc. that need to be accounted for in the network. 

From a business perspective, the question raises whether “given a set of interconnected DataCenters 

and user demand for a service, what is the optimal location to host a service and at what TCO, CAPEX, 

OPEX, peering costs etc?”. 

From a technical perspective, the cloud’s orchestration logic deals with optimal placement of services 

over a set of clouds and cloud nodes assuming a fully automated roll-out of services towards DCs. In a 

scheme of dynamic and mobile service deployment, service routing needs to be added to the mix to 

ensure that end-users connect to their requested services. 

Clearly, the service placement algorithm that accounts for all of the above mentioned parameters will 

be a prime factor in determining the outcome of the overall economical equation and possible 

benefits.  

 

Today’s cloud computing architectures are centralized and network-agnostic and given the current 

state of the art,  making them unfit for geo-graphically distributed services with tight QoS-constraints 

and/or high bandwidth and computation demands. Some of the reasons enumerated are  
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• Platforms or services or hosting platforms are focussed on web services. These applications are 

mostly non-real-time, nor latency bound, nor high-bandwidth oriented. 

• Some emerging cloud platforms support streaming such as Amazon’s CloudFront which is the 

commercial offering for a Content Delivery Network. Amazon’s AppStream is a web service that 

deploys a multimedia application on Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure and streams 

input and output between the application and end-user devices. The platform is realized only on 

windows server technology and architecture, provides automatic scaling but omits technologies 

like android, linux and other platforms, nor does it provide an answer for distributed clouds or 

service routing. 

• Frameworks like ContentCentricNetworking (CCNx) only cover content and service routing. 

• In the cloud, virtualisation focuses on generic HW and is not dealing with heterogeneous HW and 

networks on a general availability level. Early signs of the use of heterogeneous technology are 

mostly applied on a proprietary basis.  

One example is bing and baidu search engines using FPGA accelerators in search technology to 

speed up web-searching with a factor of 2 with only 30% power increase [1].  

Another example is the use of GraphicsProcessingUnits for hardware accelerated rendering in 

networked video games. 

There is currently no framework that offers 

a combined approach on the topics 

mentioned above.  

A framework that provides all of the above 

functionality is envisioned in this study and 

will be referred to as Future Service 

Oriented Networks (FUSION) (figure on the 

right). 

 

Positioning of FUSION 
 

The goal of FUSION it to provide a framework that intends to facilitate  

 the deployment of 

 the placement of 

 the scaling/elasticity in a configurable manner of 

 the optimal service routing to  

 taking into account HW accelerators in the cloud for placement and routing of  

any kind of service in an scalable and elastic way, tackling the problem by integrating service 

provisioning and service-centric networking. 

 

The scope of FUSION is on Interactive Services offered to a large number of geographically distributed 

users with services that require either real-time processing with low-latency or non-real-time 

processing with low-latency (e.g. labelling pictures submitted by a smart-phone for scene 

identification). Fusion will instantiate and route to the most “optimal “ service for clients, where 

optimal is determined by:  
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 the service itself, possible factors are, but not limited to, cost, locality, legal, specific HW 

adapter, dependency, bandwidth, latency. 

 the client request parameters, such as lower cost, high quality, fast response, ... 

 the operating conditions like network occupation, data centre utilization, presence of 

hardware accelerators on compute platforms. 

 the availability of automated intelligent service routing based on the response time and not 

necessarily to the nearest service instance, e.g. accounting for the overhead to launch a new 

instance taking too much time and therefore routing to an instance farther down the 

network, but overall will react faster to user request. 

 

From business point of view, FUSION offers the roll out of new applications in an automated manner 

with optimal service provisioning, placement and routing and therefore enables AppStore like 

concepts that could be extended with cloud computing service offering. 

 

FUSION allows for the business case to assume that from service hosting point of view, the most 

optimal conditions can be achieved given the availability of FUSION’s functionality. 

 

Some business case questions 
 

An immediate question that arises from business perspective is which compelling and appealing 

application justifies the investment into a platform as envisioned by FUSION? Which service hosting 

and networking architecture should be retained? Which business relations accompany a given service 

or application, at which conditions and how are these effectuated? How does one determine and 

select a popular service? Given an AppStore-like concept, complemented with service hosting, where 

developers post their applications in a store, what is their benefit/opportunity of using such a platform 

and what burden are they relieving by outsourcing operational aspects? Should network operators 

host datacenters themselves and invest in datacenter technology or team up with cloud service 

providers to provide service offering? A multitude of questions arise and they are elaborate. 

 

This study takes a pragmatic approach by focusing on some specific questions that are raised by 

service providers and/or operators when selecting hosting infrastructure for deployment of real-time 

aware services: 

1. Hosting of a service onto a hardware appliance (e.g. SetTopBox) at customer premises? 

2. Hosting a virtualized service in a DataCenter (aka virtual STB service), then is a centralized DC 

enough and what about network effects? 

3. Hosting a virtualized service in a Distributed DataCenter using (vSTB) , but then how much 

distribution does one need to obtain maximized economical benefits? 

The definition of “any kind of application” ranges from simple text-based request-reply services to 

multi-user cloud gaming with video conferencing capabilities (a service that likely does not exist yet). 

This leads to a plurality of possible use cases that determine the outcome of their respective business 

cases.  
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In order to obtain an initial, back of the envelope outlook of financial and business figures when opting 

for FUSION, the study selected a midrange application containing multi-tier video streaming and 

processing with a rather “short-lived” usage (about ½ hour per day). This service is described in the 

following chapter. 

 

This paper further focuses on the business case of this specific service and used input coming from 

qualitative and quantitative studies, analysis of existing NPPE records, academic and business 

consultancy papers, Bell Labs Business Modeling source and interviews with a telecom operator and 

ALU SMEs.  

The business case study solely examines revenue, TCO, CAPEX and OPEX when deploying a multi-

input/single-output video streaming application in different technical architectures. 

 

Use case 
 

A Personalizable Dashboard service, consuming 

several input video streams and producing a single 

output stream including a user feedback channel, is 

selected in this business case study. The BC considers 

3 possible technical realizations:  

1. Service running on HW appliance (e.g STB)  

2. Virtualized service running on dedicated 

datacenter technology  

3. Virtualized service running distributed cloud infrastructure with FUSION including 

orchestration and service routing. 

Some practical scenarios for operators/service-provides that will be considered: 

1. Use HW appliance (possibly a powerful STB) (referred to as Present Mode of Operation, PMO) 

2. Move to virtual STB in centralized heterogeneous datacenters (Future Mode of Operation 1, 

FMO1) that uses hw acceleration in servers for improved application density. 

3. Move to vSTB in distributed DC with FUSION technology (FMO2) allowing roll-out of all kinds 

of services alongside vSTB service and whereby server  technology uses heterogeneity albeit 

more generic (e.g. reprogrammable FPGA’s). 

4. If operation is already in mode FMO1, move to FMO2. Furthermore, the level of distribution 

needs to be considered. In this use case, low, medium and high distribution indicating DCs at 

core, aggregation and access network. 

This paper will look primarily at choices [2-4] and at parameter sensitivity of the different options. 
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Some functional observations 
 

Cloud and virtualization (FMO1) as well as FUSION (FMO2) both enable the launching and trialing of 

new services and open up new revenue sources in more flexible ways. The time to market for new 

service introduction reduces significantly compared to a hardware appliance approach (PMO). That 

translates into the capability of faster deployment of new services as well as time-, geographically- or 

population-based variations of services – yield management made possible in application’s world. 

FUSION technology specifically accelerates new service deployment with a reduction in time, of roll-

out of a service onto cloud technology, taking 1 month down to 15 minutes of new service/application 

deployment time. (cfr.  RedHat figures for it services). 

Due to the automated service deployment, hosting  and routing, FUSION supports AppStore kind of 

service models. For an operator, this allows to circumvent the need to select an appealing service. 

Moreover, it enables an operator to enter business models where services can be gathered and 

offered in a service-store and where end-users determine the popularity of an application. This allows 

for additional revenue for an operator. 

 

From business modeling point of view, revenue and revenue increase are modeled based on Netflix 

revenue CAGR observations (2008-2013) and have been normalized for the take-up rate used in this 

study. 

The different technological architectures have an impact on a service providers or operators 

operational processes which need to be adapted to align with fusion-alike fast pacing technology. This 

will require operators to change their internal organization and processes as to take maximal 

advantage of the enhanced flexibility and innovation.  

While considering the results of this business case, it became clear that a fusion architecture would 

help improve an operators’ business allowing for new business development towards OTTs and 

enterprises. 

 

Virtualization (and so FUSION) shift CAPEX from STB to network infrastructure (to handle the 

increased traffic due to processing performed in central or distributed data centers). That allows 

operators to amortized network investment (otherwise delayed), allocating some costs to vSTB 

service.  

 

Business case Assumptions 
The business modeling for hosting a multimedia dashboard service is projected on a 5 year basis 

assuming the availability of FUSION-alike technology by mid 2015. 

A hypothetical network is assumed consisting out of a backbone with 

routers, an aggregation network with Ethernet switches and an access 

network with access multiplexer. The referenced operator is assumed 

to have 2.5M subscribers. The different networks are directly 

interconnected having a single hop between them. 

Network assumptions     [units] 

Routers  5 
Switches/router 50 
Access multiplexer/switch 100 
Subscribers/access multiplexer 4000 
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The Personalizable Dashboard service described above consumes up to 8 video input streams and 

produces 1 video output stream with an upstream feedback channel. Each user has its personalized 

service instance and uses the service for about 30 minutes per day spread over 8 sessions.  

 On a high level, the Personalizable Dashboard service is 

comparable to an ElectronicProgramGuide service and the 

business case used EPG related metrics as known by ALU 

business units. 

An endpoint is a (v)STB or end-user connection that will be 

served by a server. 

Server disk resources associated with storing and retrieving 

user context are accounted for in the server cost itself.  

In the case of virtualization with distributed data centers, the service needs to be downloaded to the 

appropriate DC. On the downloading or moving of images, the following observation can be made for 

this business case:  Assume that the service has a 50MB image and caching is assumed to reduce the 

number of downloads and is estimated at 1 download per month (either for provisioning or 

application  update purposes). Considering the service usage for 1 month then, for service output only, 

the following calculation can be maintained:  

                 (4Mbps/8bitsperbyte)*60secpermin*30min*30dayspermonths=27000MB.  

Image download is only ~0.023% of the service own download quota and can be omitted since this is 

in the margin of error / noise of this business modeling exercise. 

 In FMO2 case, FUSION offers service routing functionality that is discounted with a session license 

cost of .01€. 

 Some key cost parameters related to data centers and 

cloud exploitation are enumerated in following table. The 

STB needs to have multiple tuners and is medium to high 

end.  

It is assumed that in case of FMO1, server technology can 

be architected more efficiently using heterogeneous hw 

acceleration specifically for vSTB application and due to 

centralization and higher volumes compared to FMO2 

with more fragmented server technology that likely needs 

to deal with a multitude of services. 

Concerning deployment cost, FMO1 is considered to have a  dedicated deployment of servers for a 

specific application where in the FMO2 case, the deployment of FUSION servers is dedicated. FUSION 

enable the automated roll-out of any kind of application requiring no dedicated application 

provisioning/roll-out. 

Application field-trialing costs/expenses were not accounted for in FMO1 nor FMO2. 

Maintenance cost of servers has been modeled as a percentage of installed base. 

Network transit costs were modelled based on [2]. 

Service assumptions      

Input streams/ app 8 
Video Stream BandWidth 4   Mbps 
Feedback channel 10 kbps 
Input streams per server 200 
End-points per server 4000 
Services  per server (highly optimized) 300 
Service per server (optimized) 80 

datacenter assumptions       

STB  150 € 
Floorspace DC  200 €/m2 
Energy cost DC 0,112 €/kWh 
man day (installation etc.) 600 €/day 
IT Admin per 500 servers 150.000 €/year 
Server CAPEX 7350 €/server 
Power consumption per 

server 
405 Watt 

Sessions per server (FMO2) 80  
Sessions per server (FMO1) 300  
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Business Case method. 
 

The framework described in “Positioning of FUSION” allows for the business case to assume that, from 

service hosting point of view, the most optimal conditions can be achieved given the availability of 

FUSION’s functionality.  

Depending on a service’s characteristics (e.g number of input channels and required bandwidth, the 

amount of compute resources needed etc.) , FUSION orchestration is able to determine the most 

optimal placement of a service and routing to a service for any kind of underlying architecture (from 

centralized to highly distributed interconnected datacenters).  

For the selected “Use case”, the business calculations can assume that, given an underlying service 

architecture, the minimal required resources can be  allocated and used to deploy, host and route the 

use case service.  

The business calculations are presented in the next chapter. 

 

 

Results 
 

The evaluation of the results focuses on the relative improvements that can be gained in the different 

scenarios since this helps in drawing initial conclusions. As a note, the absolute values are of less 

importance and should be correlated against the business case assumptions 

Cumulative discounted cash flow 

On a 5 year basis, the cumulative discounted cash flow shows negative returns for the hardware 

appliance approach (PMO). Both virtualization (FMO1)  and FUSION technology (FMO2) show positive 

returns within 1 year whereby FUSION high distribution shows some additional benefits in longer 

term. Moving from PMO to 

virtualization offers highest 

gain  with additional gains 

when moving from 

virtualization to automated 

orchestration, provisioning, 

deployment. In case of 

FMO2, with a higher TCO 

due to automation investment costs, the CDCF is positive due to even higher Revenue increase. 
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NPV 

A Comparative 5 year NPV evaluation shows a ~200% improvement when moving from PMO to FMO 

and even a ~300% when comparing FMO2 against PMO. When comparing FUSION technology against 

virtualization, at least a 60% increase can be obtained with as high as 80% in case of FMO2 applied to 

high distribution.  

 

 

 

Revenue 

The diversity of virtualized services not explored 

previously triggers additional revenue since virtualization 

allows activating untapped revenues.  

A revenue growth estimation was modeled based on 

observed revenue growth from Netflix between ’08 and 

’13 as indicated in fig to the right.  

DataCenter distribution and automated provisioning with optimized 

service routing as offered by FUSION allows for improvement of overall 

service quality and enables additional real-time/QoS aware services that 

could further increase this effect up to about ~120% revenue increase 

compared to an hardware appliance roll-out of services. 

A 5-YEAR revenue analysis as a 

percentage of the total revenue is shown 

in the figure on the right. 

The improved service offering allowed by 

virtualization would obviously generate 

higher usage of the (v)STB application 

(corresponding to the contribution of the 

application to the subscription fees), and 

would probably contribute to attract additional subscriptions to the operator’s service, and would also 

allow to offer a higher class of (v)STB applications for additional subscription fees. This is materialized 

in the table by the 27 and 44 % increase against PMO.  

In addition, the increased flexibility of the (v)STB service would allow the creation of new applications 

(including personalized versions of existing applications that could be offered as additional paid 

options), the creation of targeted advertisement (4 and 14 % increase figures versus PMO in the table) 

and the creation of promotional links with other services (e.g. VoD catalogs, not-user-subscribed or 

user-subscribed but not used channels and packages, ..., translated in the table, with 23 and 62% 

increase versus PMO). 

The possibility of offering a variety of services clearly drives incremental revenue and as indicated by 

the results, the value FUSION could add is much beyond that enabled by virtualisation. 

revenue                     vs  PMO 

PMO  
FMO1 +55% 
FMO2(L-M) +119% 
FMO2(H) +119% 
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TCO 

Looking at the 5 year TCO comparative analysis, maximal TCO savings in the range of ~50% can be 

made when upgrading from HW solution towards 

virtualization.  

In the case only 1 service is hosted, then, due to FUSION’s 

additional investments for orchestration servers, service 

routers etc., 

 

a TCO increase can be observed when going from 

virtualization towards FUSION of up to ~20% for 

medium distribution. The additional TCO when 

moving from virtualization to FUSION is rather limited 

to a mere 7% in the high distribution scenario.  

 

CAPEX 

Introduction of virtualization over hardware appliances will cut CAPEX with about ~60%. Due to the 

additional cost of automation in the case of FUSION, 

CAPEX gains drop with a mere ~2% with almost being 

invariant against the level of distribution.  

Comparing FUSION against centralized datacenter 

virtualization incurs additional CAPEX with as low as ~5% 

with only a ~2% increase in case of high distribution due 

to network savings. 

 

OPEX 

An increase in OPEX is to be expected since services are being hosted in datacenters and all operation 

expenditures are at the expense of service provider or 

operator. The increase is about ~10% for virtualization 

compared to hard appliance approach and ranges between 15 

and 20% in case of FUSION against PMO. However, again 

considering only 1 application/service, the increase in OPEX is 

less in the FMO2 vs FMO1 scenario then the FMO1 vs PMO 

scenario. 

On overall, FUSION Servers operations increase OPEX between 10%-20%. 

However, FUSION squeezes OPEX due to bandwidth savings when considering distribution. This is one 

of the main drivers to implement FUSION. 

 

5Y-TCO                       versus PMO FMO1 

PMO   
FMO1 -48%  
FMO2(L-M) -35% +24% 
FMO2(H) -44%   +7% 

5Y-decr. CAPEX    versus PMO FMO1 

PMO   
FMO1 -59%  
FMO2(L-M) -56% +5% 
FMO2(H) -58% +2% 

5Y- OPEX        versus PMO FMO1 

PMO   
FMO1 +11%  
FMO2(L-M) +21% +19% 
FMO2(H) +14%   +5% 
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Business case sensitivity 

The Net Present Value of the Present Mode of Operation is related to 

CAPEX investment due to STB upgrade and is therefore STB inventory 

sensitive. Concerning the STB inventory in the field, the assumption for 

the base calculation, is that there is 10% more STBs than subscriptions, 

due to the fact that few subscribers have multiple TV at home and 

need service replication. Therefore, the figure of 1.10 in the model and 

the pivot of the item in the graph nearby. In order to test the 

sensitivity of this parameter, a variation of 1.00 (= 1 STB only per subscription) and up to 1.50 (= 50 % 

of subscribers have a second STB at home for an additional TV set) was modeled. Not surprisingly, 

reducing the number of STBs distributed reduces the cost (please note that at least one STB per 

subscription must be maintained, so the possible reduction is rather limited) and increasing the 

number of STBs (which is the market trend, due to the increasing equipment of households), increases 

the cost.. 

The Future Mode of Operation 1, being virtual STB hosted in 

centralized datacenter, is sensitive to the revenue factor including 

take-up rate and pricing.  

The second main parameter is the calculated contribution part of 

the application, to the subscription fee (that is the calculated value 

of the application within the subscription). As stated above, the 

higher quality of the application raises its use rate and therefore its 

value. 

 

Given that FMO2 represents automated provisioning and roll-out of 

services in an optimized way, FUSION makes sense for several 

applications and not just one. 

 

From the results obtained in the study, the 5-Year NPV for Fusion is 

highly sensitive to the server investment and therefore also to 

achievable application density per server, performance etc.  

The impact can be further neutralized by serving a number of 

apps/services.  

 

Please note that it is not possible to quantify a correlation on these 

figures as different apps have different needs (processing, storage, 

latency, ...) and would be handled differently by FUSION and 

therefore would not give any meaningful results beyond stating 

that costs are diluted and revenues are improved. 
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Conclusions 
 

Virtualization in a centralized, heterogeneous datacenter approach contributes to a flexibility in 

application management that allows exploration of new revenue territories. However, its introduction 

requires changes in an operator’s structure and processes whereby: 

 Processes for SW upgrades have to be reviewed 

 Processes to quickly test lots of new features, price packages... have to be invented 

 Building eco-systems of partners becomes of particular importance and quality and 

personalization of applications and services rules over content quantity offer. 

Virtualization reallocates CAPEX from STB to network equipment (increased traffic) and to OPEX with a 

CAPEX reduction of about ~60% and an OPEX increase of about 10% driving revenue up with as much 

as ~50% result in a positive Cumulative Discounted Cash Flow, over a 5-year period, within 1 year. 

Virtualization is also about structural changes needed (in network and end-user solutions 

management) to leverage flexibility. 

 

FUSION offering automated service deployment (provisioning, orchestration, scaling, placement and 

service routing)  and targeting distributed interconnected heterogeneous datacenters, benefits from 

the above virtualization advantages and pushes virtualization and heterogeneity a step forward by: 

 Lowering the OPEX costs added by virtualization through minimization of overall 

consumed network bandwidth; 

 Improving users’ QoE (especially latency) by allowing to position services closer to the user 

from a network point of view; 

 Easing apps’ roll out and processing management 

Specifically compared to virtualization in centralized, heterogeneous datacenters, FUSION increases 

CAPEX by 2 to ~5% and OPEX increase within a range of 10% to 20%,  resulting in a overall TCO 

increase ranging between 7% and 24%, according to the degree of distribution. The benefits FUSION 

brings is a ~40% revenue increase resulting in positive Cumulative Discounted Cash Flow, over a 5-year 

period. 

Considering FUSION and a higher degree of distribution with respect to distribution, only rather 

limited benefits were obtained. 

... FUSION allows operators to explore new B2B businesses: creation of apps distribution and 

processing management services for OTTs (entertainment...), CDNs (reach extension), enterprises 

(own use and customers’ service) 

... FUSION contributes to improve ROI of network equipments’ upgrade, as FUSION would use 

processing and storage capability needed for other purposes, the more FUSION distribution 

granularity, the closer to access. 
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